
 
 

GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG (LSC) 
    

 
 
OPEN DOG    
    
1st 200 *SEIGEN LITTLE VINCENT DOB: 26/09/2008 

  S:*Seigen Party Starter AZ Ex Br: D&C Gallacher 
  D:Seigen Miss Know It All Exh: S Redfern/F Wray 
 
4 years 10 months.  65.5cm. Very large, strong, masculine and expressive long stock coated male of very 
good type.  Stands with correct proportions.  Very good head with broad masculine skull and foreface, good 
medium eye, tip of left ear missing.  Stands with high withers, firm back, good croup.  Good fore and very 
good hindquarter angulations, the upper arm should be better angled.  Very good fore and underchest 
development.  Stands correct in front.  Correct going and coming.  Exhibits good reach and very good drive.   
Covers the ground effectively, maintaining a firm topline. 
 
   EXCELLENT  
  
    
    
    

 PUPPY BITCH    
    
1st 201 HAUSOSIN TAINTED LOVE DOB: 2/08/2012 
  S:*Toby von der Plassenburg SchH3 (imp Deu) Br: EXH 
  D:*Hausosin Gallana AZ Ex.M Exh: K Harris 
 
11 months.   Absolutely correct medium size, medium strong, very feminine, typey and expressive long stock 
coated bitch of very good type.  Standing in correct proportions.  Excellent feminine head, good medium eye 
and dark masking.  Stands with high withers, firm back, good croup.  Good forequarter where the upper arm 
could be quite a little better angled, very good hindquarter angulation  Good fore and underchest 
development.  Stands correct in front.  Steps correct going and coming with elbows  still to firm.  Shows very 
good movement with slight restriction of the forehand, very good hindquarter drive.  Exhibited herself 
confident and happy to be there. 
 
   VERY PROMISING 
    
    
    
    

 
 



 

GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG (SC) 
 
    

BABY PUPPY DOG 
 
     
1st 206 SEIGEN BLISS BOMB DOB: 8/03/2013 
  S:*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Ex.M Br: D&C Gallacher 
  D:*Friedental Bliss Fulicious Exh: C Gallacher/N Humphries 
 
15 weeks.  Good size, medium strong, strongly pigmented black and gold puppy of very good type, a little 
stretched in proportions.  Good head, ears still to come up, lovely dark eye, masking and pigmentation.  
Stands with good withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup.  Good forequarter angulation 
where the long upper arm could be better angled still, very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and 
underchest development.  Stands correct in front.  Steps correct going and coming.  Shows very good 
movement. 
   VERY PROMISING 

  
 
2nd 205 SHAYGAR FALCON DOB: 21/02/2013 
  S:*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ VG Br: EXH 
  D:*Shaygar Jaxonique AZ Ex.M Exh: JAK Smith 
 
4.1/2 months.  Large, strong and substantial, masculine puppy of very good type, standing in correct 
proportions.  Very good masculine head, lovely dark masking, good medium eye.  Stands with high withers, 
straight back, slightly short and slightly steep croup.  Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm 
should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation.  Good fore and underchest 
development.  Stands correct in front.  Steps with hocks close going, toeing-out slightly coming.  Shows good 
movement where the reach should be freer. 
   VERY PROMISING 
 
 
3rd 202 GRANDWEST ODINS WARRIOR DOB: 25/01/2013 

  S:*Ch Kwint vom Juerikstall a (imp Ndl) Z Ex.M Br: EXH 
  D:*Wera vom Kreuzbaum a (imp Deu) Z Ex Exh: D&C Willis 
 
5.1/2 months.  Good size, strong and substantial, masculine puppy of very good type.  Correct proportions.  
Good head and expression, just medium eye, good masking, colour and pigmentation.  The coat at this 
stage is a little wavy over the topline.  Stands with high withers, firm back, good croup that should be a little 
longer.  Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm ideally should be a little longer, pronounced 
hindquarter angulation.  Good fore and underchest development.  Stands correct in front, pasterns stil l to 
tighten.  Steps a little loose going, correct coming.  Exhibits good movement. 
 
   VERY PROMISING 
     
   
4th 207 SEIGEN BLISS MYASS DOB: 8/03/2013 

  S:*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Ex.M Br: D&C Gallacher 
  D:*Friedental Bliss Fulicious Exh: C Gallacher/N Humphries/ 
    J Scovell 
15 weeks.  Good size, medium strong, well pigmented and coloured puppy of very good  type and correct 
proportions.  Good head, lovely dark eye, slightly wide-set ears.  Stands with good withers, firm back, good 
croup that could be a little longer and better laid.  Good forequarter angulation, the upper arm should be a 
little longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation.  Good fore and very good underchest 
development.  Stands correct in front.  Step a little close going, correct coming.  Exhibits very good 
movement. 
   VERY PROMISING 



BABY PUPPY DOG (Cont) 

 
5th 203 CASTASTAR CORTEZ DOB: 4/02/2013 
  S:*Toby von der Plassenburg SchH3 (imp Deu) Br: EXH 
  D:*Ch Astasia Cinnamon HIT ET Exh: Doyle 
 
5 months.  Good size, medium strong, expressive young male of very good type, correct proportions. Very 
good head and expression, good medium eye.  Stands with high withers, firm back, good croup.  Good 
forequarter angulation, the upper arm should be a little longer still, very good hindquarter angulation.  Good 
fore and very good underchest development.  Stands correct in front. Steps a little cow-hocked going, correct 
coming.  Good movement. 
   VERY PROMISING 

    
 
6th 204 SEIGEN AVAS MALAKII DOB: 6/02/2013 
  S:*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Ex.M Br: EXH 
  D:Seigen Crunchies Ava Exh: D&C Gallacher 
 
5 months.  Good medium size, medium strong, masculine male puppy of very good  type, slightly stretched 
in proportions at this stage.  Very good head, good dark eye, ears still to firm.  Stands with level withers, firm 
back, slightly short and slightly steep croup.  Very good forequarter angulation although the upper arm 
should be better angled still, very good hindquarter angulation.  Good fore and underchest development,  
Stands slightly east-west. Steps slightly close going, slightly wide coming.  Shows good movement, at this 
stage falling slightly on the forehand and slightly restricted reach. 
   VERY PROMISING 
  
    
    

 
 
MINOR PUPPY DOG 
    
   
1st 211 SEIGEN MURPHYS LAW DOB: 24/12/2012 
  S:*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Ex.M Br: EXH 
  D:*Seigen Kiss N Tell AZ Ex Exh: D&C Gallacher 
 
6.3/4 months.  Above medium size, medium strong, typey and expressive young male.  Very good head and 
expression, lovely dark masking and dark eyes.  Stands with high withers, firm straight back, good croup.  
Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be just a tic longer, very good hindquarter 
angulation.  Good fore and very good underchest development.  Stands correct in front.  Steps with hocks a 
little close going, correct coming.  Exhibits very good movement. 
   VERY PROMISING 

 
 
2nd 210 JENTOL CHARMERS QINGJIM DOB: 21/12/2012 
  S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD  
        ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M Br: J Boekelman 
  D:Jentol Mirras Classique Charm AZ Exh: M Pereira 
 
6.1/2 months.  Large, medium strong, typey and expressive young male.  Very good head and expression, 
good masking and medium eye.  Stands with high withers, firm back, good croup that should be a tic longer.  
Very good fore and hindquarter angulations although the upper arm could be a little better angled still.  Good 
fore and very good underchest development.   Correct in front.  Steps correct going and coming for age.  
Exhibits expansive movement. 
   VERY PROMISING 
 



 

MINOR PUPPY DOG (Cont) 
 
  
3rd 209 JENTOL GABBYS OKITO DOB: 24/11/2012 
  S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD  
        ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M Br: EXH 
  D:*Ch Jentol Crakas Giftothgab AZ Ex.M Exh: J Boekelman 
 
7.1/2 months.  Large, strongly pigmented, medium strong young male of good type.  Good head.  Stands 
with level withers, firm back, slightly short croup.  Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm should 
be better angled, good hindquarter angulation..  Good fore and underchest development.  Stands correct in 
front.  Steps correct going and coming with elbows still to tighten.  Shows balanced movement. 
 
   VERY PROMISING 
 
 
4th 208 SEIGEN AVENGER DOB: 1/11/2012 

  S:*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Ex.M Br: EXH 
  D:Seigen Playgirl AZ Exh: D&C Gallacher 
 
8 months.  Very large, medium strong, black and gold young male of good type.  Very good head and 
expression, good masking and good brown eye.  Stands with level withers, firm back, slightly short and 
slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, the upper arm should be a little better 
angled. Good fore and  underchest development.  Stands correct in front.  Steps with hocks close going, 
correct coming with elbows still to tighten.  Shows good movement where the reach should be freer. 
   VERY PROMISING 
  

    
    
    
    
    
    

PUPPY DOG 

    
1st 212 GRANDWEST NIKE DOB: 22/07/2012 
  S:*Esko aus dem Haus Zygadto (imp Deu) Br: EXH 
  D:*Grandwest Layla AZ Ex.M Exh: D&C Willis 
 
11.1/2 months.  64cm. Above medium size, strong, expressive, masculine sable male.  Very good head and 
expression, pleasing medium eye colour.  Stands with high withers, firm back, good croup.  Very good fore 
and hindquarter angulations  Very good fore and underchest development for age.  Stands correct in front.  
Steps correct going and coming.  Exhibits far-reaching, balanced movement maintaining a firm topline. 
 
   VERY PROMISING 
    
 
2nd 216 LASHADAS FISH IN EWOK DOB: 1/09/2012 

  S:*Esko aus dem Haus Zygadto (imp Deu) Br: R&S Hosking 
  D:*LaShadas Onya Sonya AZ Ex Exh: C&B Warner 
 
10 months.  63cm.  Medium size, strong and substantial, well coated, coloured and pigmented, black and 
gold saddle marked young male of very good type.  Very good head and expression, dark masking, pleasing 
brown eye.  Stands with high withers, firm back, good croup just slightly steep. Very good fore and 
hindquarters. Very good fore and underchest development for age.  Stands correct in front.  Steps correct 
going and coming.  Shows powerful movement, the reach even more effective than the drive. 



   VERY PROMISING 
  

 

PUPPY DOG (Cont) 

    
3rd 214 SWARTZLIC SUPER BENTLY DOB: 16/08/2012 

  S:*Ch Orrinshir Elton John ET AZ Ex.M Br: EXH 
  D:Swartzlic Lollipop Exh: S Hargreaves 
 
11.1/2 months.  64cm.  Well above medium size, strong and substantial, masculine, expressive young male 
of very good type.  Very good head and expression, good masking, good medium eye.  Stands with high 
withers, firm back, good croup that could be a tic longer,. Good forequarter angulation where the long upper 
arm could be better angled still, pronounced hindquarter angulation.  Stands correct in front with very good 
fore and underchest development.  Steps correct going with hocks still to attain final firmness, correct 
coming.  Exhibits far-reaching movement. 
   VERY PROMISING 

 
 
4th 217 VLADIMIR GREYT EXPECTATIONS DOB: 8/09/2012 
  S:*Siobahn Apollo AZ Br: G&K Morton 
  D:*Sup Ch Vladimir Anarchy ET HIC AZ Ex Exh: B Pereira/J Boekelman 
 
9.3/4 months.  64cm.  Well above medium size, medium strong, substantial, sable male of very good type.  
Very good head and expression with dark masking and good brown eye.  Stands with high withers, firm 
back, good croup that could be a tic longer,  Very good fore and hindquarter angulations although the upper 
arm should be better angled still.  Good fore and very good underchest development.  Stands correct in front.  
Steps correct going and coming.  Exhibits very good movement, the drive more effective than the reach. 
   VERY PROMISING 

 
    
5th 215 KAPERVILLE RENAISSANCE MAN DOB: 1/09/2012 
  S:*Ch Sabaranburg Esko AZ Ex.M Br: EXH 
  D:Iccara Ashanti Alleycat Exh: Animal Kapers Board. 
    Knls 
 
10 months.  63cm.  Medium size, medium strong, light black and tan saddle marked dog of good  type.  
Good head and expression, just medium eye and masking.  Stands with level withers, firm straight back, 
slightly short and steep croup.  Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be better angled, 
very good hindquarter angulation.  Good fore and underchest development.  Steps wide going and close 
coming with elbows still to firm,  Shows good movement,. 
    
   VERY PROMISING 
 
 
6th 213 BRONBOREO COSTAS CARBON DOB: 31/07/2012 
  S:*Seigen Rocket Man AZ  Br: EXH 
  D:Jentol Rennies Xiena Exh: B Pereira/R Pritchard 
 
11 months.  62.5cm.  Correct medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched sable male of good type.  Good 
head and expression, the stop should be a little more defined, pleasing masking and good brown eye.  
Stands with high withers, straight back, slightly flat croup.  Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm 
should be a little longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation.  Good fore and underchest 
development.  Stands correct in front.  Steps correct going and coming with elbows still to firm. Exhibits very 
good balanced movement where the long tail should be carried a little more correctly. 
 
   VERY PROMISING 
 
    
    



JUNIOR DOG      

 
1st 219 LASHADAS EXTREME MACHINE AZ DOB: 20/01/2012 
  S:*Hero v Renderau SchH1 (imp Belg) Br: R&S Hosking 
  D:*LaShadas Millie Moon AZ Exh: K&A Gilbert 
 
17 months.  64cm.  Well above medium size, well coated and coloured, masculine junior dog of very good 
type.  Expressive head with good medium eye and masking.  Stands with high withers, firm back, good croup 
just slightly steep.  Good forequarter angulation where the long upper arm should be better angled still, very 
good hindquarter angulation.  Very good fore and underchest development.  Correct in front.  Steps correct 
going and coming with elbows still to attain final firmness. Exhibits balanced movement and very good 
ground coverage.  
   VERY GOOD 
    
 
2nd 220 CH JENTOL CHATTS JUSTIFICATION AZ DOB: 22/05/2012 

  S:*Ch Zamb von der Sandsteinkuste SchH1 (imp Deu) AZ Ex Br: EXH 
  D:Ch Jentol Gabbys Chatterbox AZ VG Exh: J Boekelman 
 
13.1/2 months. 63cm.  Good medium size, strong and substantial, well coated, coloured and pigmented 
black and gold junior dog of good type.  Very good masculine head and expression, medium eye and 
masking.  Stands with high withers, firm back, good croup that is slightly steep.  Very good forequarter 
angulation where the long upper arm should be a little better angled still, very good hindquarter angulation.  
Good fore and underchest development.  Correct in front.  Steps correct going and coming with hocks and 
elbows still to attain final firmness.  Exhibits very good movement, the drive more effective than the reach. 
 
   VERY GOOD 
 
 
3rd 218 BLUEMAX JIMMY NEUTRON DOB: 16/01/2012 

  S:*Ch Jimmy vom Barutherland (imp Deu) Ex.M Br: A Brinkworth 
  D:*Bluemax Tanzin AZ Exh: J&A Crace 
 
17.3/4 months.  63.5cm. Correct medium size, medium strong, strongly pigmented black and gold dog of 
very good type.  Good masculine head and expression, good medium eye and masking.  Stands with high 
withers, firn back, good croup just a little short and a little steep,  Very god forequarter angulation where the 
upper arm could be better angled still, very good hindquarter angulation  Good fore and very good 
underchest development.  Stands correct in front.  Steps with hocks close going, correct coming, Exhibits 
good ground coverage where the drive is more pronounced than the reach. 
   VERY GOOD 

     
 
4th 221 FREEVALE DOUBLE STRIKE DOB: 26/05/2012 
  S:*Calli vom Fiemereck (imp Deu) Br: EXH 
  D:Freevale On My Tippy Toes Exh: M & C Morris 
 
13.1/4 months.  66cm.  Very large, typey and expressive, strong, masculine dog of very good type and very 
good expression, strongly coloured and pigmented.  Very good head with broad skull and foreface, open 
flews.  Stands with high withers, firm back, good croup just a little short and should be a little less steep.  
Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, the upper arm should be better angled.  Stands still correct 
in front.  Steps wide going, correct coming with hocks and elbows still to firm. Exhibits powerful drive the 
reach should be freer.   
   VERY GOOD 
    



 

INTERMEDIATE DOG       

1st 224 SEIGEN TESSAS ROMMEL AZ DOB: 21/09/2011 
  S:*Rico von der Kleinen Birke BH a ED DNA (imp Deu) Ex Br: D&C Gallacher 
  D:*Seigen Opal Fire AZ Ex.M Exh: F Wray/S Redfern 
 
21.1/2 months.  63cm.  Medium size, medium strong, typey and expressive, well coated sable dog of very 
good type.  Good head and expression.  Stands with high withers, straight back, good croup just slightly 
steep.  Very good fore and hindquarter angulations.  Very good fore and underchest development.  Stands 
correct in front.  Steps correct going and coming.  Exhibits balanced movement maintaining his pleasing 
topline.    
   VERY GOOD 
    
    

OPEN DOG 

      
1st 226 *SEIGEN SURIS ALFIE  DOB: 17/09/2010 

  S:*Seigen Vantage Point AZ Ex Br: D&C Gallacher 
  D:*Kazkiri Suri AZ VG Exh: D&C Gallacher/T Roberts 
 
2 years 9 months.  64cm.  Well above medium size, strong and substantial, well pigmented, coloured and 
coated dog of excellent type and proportions.  Very good masculine head with broad skull and muzzle.  Very 
good reach of neck.  Stands with high withers, firm back, very good croup.  Very good fore and hindquarter 
angulations.  Very good fore and underchest development.  Stands correct in front.  Steps correct going and 
coming.  Exhibits far-reaching, powerful movement with very good drive and effective reach, maintaining a 
flowing topline. 
   EXCELLENT 

 
 
2nd 228 BLUEMAX TIGER TOWN DOB: 28/06/2011 
  S:*Jimmy vom Baruther Land SchH1 a ED (imp Deu) Ex Br: A Brinkworth 
  D:Newedge Kaotic Exh: C Mailata & S Woollard 
 
2 years.  65.5cm.  A large, strong, well coloured, coated and pigmented, absolutely firm and dry dog of very 
good type.  Very good head and expression with good medium eye and masking.  Stands with high withers, 
firm back, good croup that could be a tad longer and a little less steep.  Good forequarter angulation where 
the upper arm should be a little longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation.  Very good top 
and underline.  Stands correct in front.  Steps correct going and coming with final elbow firmness still to be 
attained.  Exhibits far-reaching, flowing movement with effective reach and drive. 
 
   EXCELLENT 

    
 
3rd 225 *CH SABARANBURG ESKO  DOB: 21/12/2007 
  S:*Cayos von der Noriswand SchH1a ED (imp Deu) Ex.M Br: B&L Lubbock 
  D:*Ch Bruvic Kontiki AZ Ex.M Exh: B&L Lubbock/K Harris 
 
5.1/2 years.  66cm.  A very large, typey and expressive, well coloured, coated and pigmented male of very 
good type.  Stands in correct proportions.  Very good head, good medium eye, very good reach of neck.  
Stands with high withers, firm back, good croup just slightly short and slightly steep,  Very good fore and 
hindquarter angulations where the upper arm should be better angled still.  Stands correct in front with good 
fore and very good underchest development.  Steps correct going and coming.  Exhibits very good ground 
coverage, with powerful drive transmitted over a firm back. 
   EXCELLENT 
 
 



 

OPEN DOG (Cont) 

4th 227 *LASHADAS XANG BANG CCD DOB: 30/01/2011 

  S:*LaShadas Diesel AZ Ex Br: R&S Hosking 
  D:*LaShadas Xtreme Pink AZ Ex.M Exh: W&G Martin 
 
2 years 5 months.  63cm. Absolutely correct medium size, medium strong, well coloured, coated and 
pigmented, black and gold male of very good type.  Very good head and expression with dark eyes and 
masking.  Stands with high withers, firm straight back, good coup that could be just a tic longer.  Very good 
fore and hindquarter angulations, the upper arm should be just a tad longer and better angled still.  Stands 
correct in front with very good fore and underchest development.  Steps correct going and coming.  Exhibits 
very good movement, balanced and expansive. 
   EXCELLENT 

    
    
    
    
    

BABY PUPPY BITCH 
    
 
1st 231 GRANDWEST OREO DOB: 25/01/2013 

  S:*Ch Kwint vom Juerikstall a (imp Ndl) Z Ex.M Br: EXH 
  D:*Wera vom Kreuzbaum a (imp Deu) Z Ex Exh: D&C Willis 
 
5.1/4 months.  Good medium size, medium strong, very typey and expressive. Well coated and coloured, 
feminine bitch of very good type.  Feminine head and expression, just medium eye.  Stands with high 
withers, straight back, already good croup.  Very good fore and hindquarter angulations.  Very good fore and 
underchest development for age.  Correct in front.  Steps correct going and coming with typical puppy 
looseness.  Shows very good movement with free reach and effective drive. 
 
   VERY PROMISING 

 
    
2nd 232 SEIGEN AVAS ANYA DOB: 6/02/2013 
  S:*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Ex.M Br: EXH 
  D:Seigen Crunchies Ava Exh: D&C Gallacher 
 
5 months.  Good medium size, strong and substantial, well coated, coloured and pigmented, black and gold 
baby bitch of very good type.  Strong feminine head, good expression, pleasing dark eye, the ears are still to 
firm.  Stands with high withers, straight back, good croup that could be just a tic longer.  Very good fore and 
hindquarter angulations.  Very good fore and underchest development for age.  Stands correct in front.  
Steps a little cow-hocked going, correct coming. Shows good movement 
 
   VERY PROMISING 
 
 
3rd 229 FRIEDENTAL MILES AND MILES DOB: 16/01/2013 

  S:*Rico von der Kleinen Birke BH a ED DNA (imp Deu) Ex Br: EXH 
  D:*Ch Friedental Colas Sparkle Exh: N Humphries 
 
5.1/2 months.  Good size, typey and expressive, medium strong, black and gold baby bitch of very good 
type.  Very pleasing head and expression, lovely dark eye.  Stands with high withers, already firm back, 
slightly short and slightly steep croup.  Very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Very good fore and 
underchest.  Stands correct in front.  Steps a little close behind, toes-in coming.  Shows good movement. 
 
   VERY PROMISING 
     



 

BABY PUPPY BITCH (Cont) 
 
4th 241 SEIGEN PURE BLISS DOB: 8/03/2013 

  S:*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Ex.M Br: D&C Gallacher 
  D:*Friedental Bliss Fulicious Exh: C Gallacher/N Humphries 
 
15 weeks.  Good size, medium strong, well coated, coloured and pigmented, black and gold puppy of very 
good type, slightly stretched in proportions.  Stands with high withers, straight back, well placed croup that 
should be a little longer.  Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be a little longer and 
better angled still, very good hindquarter angulation.  Good top and underline.  Stands correct in front.  
Correct going, slightly wide coming, with typical puppy looseness.  Shows very good movement, powerful 
drive and good forehand reach.    
   VERY PROMISING 

    
5th 236 ICCARA LOVE ME TENDER DOB: 10/02/2013 

  S:*Grandwest Malisas Gold Logie AZ Ex.M Br: C Mailata/S Woollard 
  D:*Vladimir Fetish AZ VGM Exh: D&C Willis 
 
5 months.  Medium size, medium strong, typey and expressive baby bitch with lovely reach of neck.  Very 
good head and expression, good medium eye.  Stands with good withers, firm back, slightly short croup, with 
wavy coat over the croup at tail set.  Very good angulations of the fore and hindquarter, the upper arm 
should be better angled still.  Good fore and underchest development.  Stands correct in front.  Steps a little 
loose going, correct coming.  Shows good movement. 
   VERY PROMISING 
 
6th 233 SEIGEN AVAS SHEKAN DOB: 6/02/2013 

  S:*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Ex.M Br: EXH 
  D:Seigen Crunchies Ava Exh: D&C Gallacher 
 
5 months.  Typey and expressive, medium size, medium strong, richly coloured, pigmented, well coated 
black and red-gold baby bitch.  She has a very good head and expression lovely dark eye and masking, ears 
are still to firm.  Stands with high withers, slightly stretched in proportions, slightly short and slightly steep 
croup  Very good angulations of the fore and hindquarter although the upper arm could be better angled still.  
Good top and underline.  Correct front.  Steps correct going and coming with typical puppy looseness.  Good 
movement. 
   VERY PROMISING 

 
7th 230 GRANDWEST OPALESCENCE DOB: 25/01/2013 

  S:*Ch Kwint vom Juerikstall a (imp Ndl) Z Ex.M Br: D&C Willis 
  D:*Wera vom Kreuzbaum a (imp Deu) Z Ex Exh: C Mailata/S Woollard 
 
5.1/4 months.  Good medium size, medium strong, very feminine, well coloured and pigmented baby bitch of 
good type.  Stands with good withers, firm back, slightly short and steep croup.  Good forequarter angulation 
where the upper arm should be better angled, very good hindquarter angulation.  Correct in front.  Good fore 
and underchest..  Steps cow-hocked going, correct coming.  Shows balanced movement. 
 
   VERY PROMISING 
    
8th 239 GRANDWEST PIA DOB: 3/03/2013 
  S:*Ayko von Nord Wind (imp Hungry) Br: EXH 
  D:*Grandwest Rhianna Rose AZ VGM Exh: D&C Willis 
 
4 months.  Typey and expressive, well coloured and coated, black and tan baby bitch.  Feminine head and 
expression, good medium eye, good masking.  Stands with high wither, firm straight back, slightly short and 
slightly steep croup.  Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be better angled, slightly 
pronounced hindquarter angulation.  Good fore and underchest development.  Stands correct in front.  Steps 
cow-hocked going, correct coming.  Shows balanced movement with powerful drive and effective reach. 
 



   VERY PROMISING 
 

BABY PUPPY BITCH (Cont) 
 
9th 237 SHAYGAR FALLON DOB: 21/02/2013 
  S:*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ VG Br: EXH 
  D:*Shaygar Jaxonique AZ Ex.M Exh: JAK Smith 
 
4.1/2 months.  Good size, medium strong, expressive, well pigmented, coloured and coated, black and gold 
baby bitch of very good type and proportions.  Very feminine head and expression with the desired dark eye 
and dark masking.  She has a good length of neck, high withers, straight back, good croup that could be a tic 
longer.  Very good fore and hindquarter angulations although the upper arm should be better angled still.  
Correct in front.  Good top and underline for age.  Steps a little cow-hocked going, correct coming with typical 
puppy looseness.  Shows very good balanced movement. 
 
   VERY PROMISING 

 
        
10th 240 SEIGEN MINI MISS BLISS DOB: 8/03/2013 
  S:*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Ex.M Br: D&C Gallacher 
  D:*Friedental Bliss Fulicious Exh: C Gallacher/N Humphries 
 
15 weeks.  Good size, medium strong, black and tan, slightly stretched, dry puppy of good type.  Feminine 
head and expression.  Good withers, straight back, good croup.  Very good fore and hindquarter angulations.  
Good fore and underchest development.  Stands correct in front.  Steps a little cow-hocked going, correct 
coming.  Exhibits good ground coverage, the drive more effective than the reach. 
 
   VERY PROMISING 

 
 
11th 235 ICCARA LOVE GAME DOB: 10/02/2013 
  S:*Grandwest Malisas Gold Logie AZ Ex.M Br: EXH 
  D:*Vladimir Fetish AZ VGM Exh: C Mailata & S Woollard 
 
5 months.  Good medium size, medium strong, typey and expressive, well coloured, coated and pigmented 
baby bitch of good type.  Very feminine head and expression, good medium eye, ears still to attain final 
firmness.  Stands with good withers, firm back, good croup just a little steep.  Good forequarter angulation 
where the upper arm should be just a little longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation.  
Stands almost correct in front.  Steps slightly cow-hocked going, slightly toeing-in coming.  Shows good 
movement, falling slightly on the forehand. 
   PROMISING 
 
    
     
12th 234 ICCARA LOVE BITES DOB: 10/02/2013 
  S:*Grandwest Malisas Gold Logie AZ Ex.M Br: C Mailata/S Woollard 
  D:*Vladimir Fetish AZ VGM Exh: K Harris 
 
5 months.  Medium size, strong, very well coated and coloured, feminine bitch of good  type.  Very good 
head and expression, ears still to attain final firmness.  Stands with good withers, firm back, good croup that 
should be a tic longer.  Very good forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be a little longer still, 
very good hindquarter angulation. Correct in front.  Steps close behind, correct coming.  Good movement, at 
the moment falling slightly on the forehand. 
   PROMISING 

 
    
    
    



 

MINOR PUPPY BITCH 
 
    
1st 242 AIMSWAY Z FOR ZAMB DOB: 17/10/2012 

  S:*Zamb vom Schwarzaugen SchH3 (imp Deu) Br: J&L Martens 
  D:Aimsway Winnie AZ Exh: P Alder & R van Helvoort 
 
8.1/2 months.  Well above medium size, strong and substantial, typey and expressive young bitch, well 
coated, coloured and pigmented.  Feminine head and expression, good medium eye and masking.  Stands 
with level withers, firm back, good croup.  Very good fore and hindquarter angulations although the upper 
arm could be a little better angled still.  Very good fore and underchest development,.  Stands correct in 
front.  Steps correct going and coming.  Shows zestful movement with very good drive and effective reach. 
 
   VERY PROMISING 

 
    
2nd 243 SWARTZLIC TOO EXTREME DOB: 24/10/2012 
  S:*Ch Orrinshir Elton John ET AZ Ex.M Br: S Hargreaves 
  D:Bernloch Blame It On Rio Exh: B&L Lubbock/B Pereira 
 
8.1/4 months.  Well above medium size, medium strong, feminine, dry and firm black and gold bitch of good 
type.  Feminine head and expression with medium eye and dark masking.  Upper left P2 not yet through. 
Stands with high withers, dry firm back, croup that is just slightly short.  Good forequarter angulation where 
the upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation.  Very good proportions 
of fore and underchest.  Stands correct in front.  Steps correct going and coming with hocks and elbows still 
to firm. Shows expansive movement. 
   VERY PROMISING 
 
 
3rd 248 SEIGEN FASHIONS FIREWORKS DOB: 4/01/2013 

  S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD  
        ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M Br: EXH 
  D:*Kazkiri Suri AZ VG Exh: D&C Gallacher 
 
6 months.  Good medium size, medium strong, strongly pigmented and coloured feminine bitch of good  
type.  Good head and expression with good dark eyes and masking.  High withers, firm back, slightly short 
and steep croup.  Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be longer and better angled, 
very good hindquarter angulation.  Good top and underline.  Stands correct in front.  Steps cow-hocked 
going, correct coming with elbows still to firm.  Exhibits good movement with the drive more effective than the 
reach. 
   VERY PROMISING 
    
 
4th 244 HINTERHAUS PERSEPHONE DOB: 15/11/2012 

  S:*Ch Orrinshir Elton John ET AZ Ex.M Br: J Davies/S Crozier 
  D:*Hinterhaus Daiquiri AZ Ex.M Exh: Animal Kapers Board. 
    Knls 
 
7.3/4 months.  Above medium size, medium strong, feminine and expressive bitch of good type.  Good head 
with good medium eye and dark masking.  Stands with high withers, straight firm back, good croup.  The 
upper arm should be a little longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation.  Very good top and 
underline.  Stands correct in front.  Steps correct going, slightly loose coming.  Exhibits good movement with 
the drive more effective than the reach. 
   VERY PROMISING 

    



 

MINOR PUPPY BITCH (Cont) 
 
5th 246 JENTOL JESSIES PHANTASIE DOB: 5/12/2012 

  S:*Takimbre Zulu Chief AZ Br: EXH 
  D:*Jentol Abbies Yessika AZ Exh: J Boekelman 
 
7 months.  Good medium size, medium strong, well coloured and pigmented, feminine bitch of good type.  
Expressive head with good medium eye.  Good withers, straight back, good croup that could be a tic longer.  
Good forequarter angulation, the upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter 
angulation  Good top and underline.  Correct in front.  Steps correct going and coming with hocks and 
elbows still to firm.  Exhibits very good movement with much vitality. 
 
   VERY PROMISING 

    
 
6th 247 SEIGEN COVER GIRL DOB: 1/01/2013 
  S:*Seigen Zinas Zolo AZ Ex.M Br: EXH 
  D:*Seigen Wei Weis Leni Ex.M Exh: D&C Gallacher 
 
6 months.  Medium size, just medium strong, feminine bitch, black and gold.  Stands with good withers, firm 
back, slightly short and slightly steep croup.  Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, the upper arm 
should be longer and better angled.  Good top and underline.  Correct in front.  Steps correct going and 
coming.  Shows good movement with a slight restriction in the forehand. 
 
   VERY PROMISING 
    
    
    

PUPPY BITCH 
    
1st 249 ALDERHAUS SHES PENNY PITSTOP DOB: 23/07/2012 

  S:*Homer von Amasis HD(nn) ED(n) (imp Italy) Ex Br: EXH 
  D:*Davor Velgas Secret AZ Exh: P Alder 
 
11.1/2 months.  61cm.  Very large, strong, substantial, black and gold bitch with a strong yet feminine head, 
good medium eye and masking.  Stands with high withers, firm back, good croup just slightly steep.  Good 
forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be better angled, very good hindquarter angulation.  
Good top and underline.  Stands almost correct in front.  Steps correct going and coming with elbows yet to 
firm.  Exhibits zestful, powerful, far-reaching movement. 
 
   VERY PROMISING 

 
    
2nd 254 SEIGEN HOT STUFF DOB: 15/09/2012 
  S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD  
        ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M Br: EXH 
  D:*Seigen Opal Fire AZ Ex.M Exh: D&C Gallacher 
 
9.3/4 months.  59cm.  Well above medium size, strong, substantial, dry and firm, strongly pigmented, well 
coloured black and tan bitch.  Feminine head and expression, desired dark eye and masking.  Stands with 
high withers, firm straight back, good croup.  Very good fore and hindquarter angulations where the upper 
arm should be just a little better angled still.  Very good top and underline.  Stands correct in front.  Steps 
correct going and coming.  Exhibits powerful movement with effective reach and drive. 
 
   VERY PROMISING 

 
 



 

PUPPY BITCH (Cont) 
 
3rd 250 HAUSOSIN TOBYS TOWN FLIRT DOB: 2/08/2012 

  S:*Toby von der Plassenburg SchH3 (imp Deu) Br: EXH 
  D:*Hausosin Gallana AZ Ex.M Exh: K Harris 
 
11 months.  60cm.  Large, strong, substantial, black and gold bitch of very good type.  Feminine head and 
expression with good medium eye and masking.  Stands with high withers, firm back, good croup that could 
be a tic longer.  Good angulation of the forequarter where the upper arm should be better angled, very good 
hindquarter angulation.  Good top and underline.  Stands correct in front.  Steps correct going and coming, 
elbows still to firm.  Exhibits very good movement with powerful drive and free reach. 
 
   VERY PROMISING 

    
4th 255 JENTOL MIRRAS MORE THANA DREAM DOB: 25/09/2012 

  S:*Seigen Rocket Man AZ Br: EXH 
  D:*Ch Jentol Ravers Reflection AZ Exh: J Boekelman 
 
9 months.  59.5cm.  Well above medium size, strong and substantial, black and gold bitch of very good type.  
Strong feminine head, good brown eye and dark masking.  Stands with high withers, straight firm back, good 
croup that could be a tic longer.  Very good fore and hindquarter angulations although the upper arm should 
be a little better angled still.  Good top and underline.  Correct in front.  Correct going and coming with hocks 
and elbows still to attain final firmness.  Shows good movement. 
   VERY PROMISING 
 
5th 252 SEIGEN GOLD DIGGER DOB: 7/09/2012 

  S:*Seigen Jack In A Box AZ Ex Br: EXH 
  D:*Seigen Ting Ting Ex Exh: D&C Gallacher 
 
10 months.  60cm.  Large, just medium strong, sable bitch of very good colour and pigmentation.  Good 
feminine head and expression, good medium eye, dark masking.  Stands with high withers, firm back, slightly 
short and slightly steep croup.  Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be better angled 
still, very good hindquarter angulation.  Good top and underline.  Correct in front.  Steps correct going and 
coming.  Exhibits powerful, far-reaching movement. 
   VERY PROMISING 
    
6th 251 SABARANBURG KALANI DOB: 28/08/2012 
  S:*Ch Sabaranburg Esko AZ Ex.M Br: EXH 
  D:*Bhuachaille Nibbley Bits Ex Exh: B&L Lubbock 
 
10.1/4 months.  60cm.  Large, medium strong, dry and firm, slightly stretched bitch of good type.  Feminine 
head and expression with dark eyes and masking.  Level withers, straight back, slightly short and steep 
croup.  Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good 
hindquarter angulation.  Good top and underline.  Correct in front.  Steps wide going, correct coming.  
Exhibits  zestful movement, the drive more effective than the reach. 
   VERY PROMISING 

 
7th 253 MAERCECI DUTCHESS OF YORK DOB: 15/09/2012 

  S:*Sirio v Rauhtal Ex Br: C Baker 
  D:*Bruvic Witchy Woo Exh: C Baker/N Humphries/ 
    C Gallacher 
 
9.3/4 months.  59cm.  Well above medium size, just medium strong, very feminine bitch of good type.  Good 
head and expression, would like to see the eye a little darker, good masking.  Stands with high withers, firm 
back, short steep croup.  Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations, the upper arm should be longer 
and better angled. Good top and underline.  Stands not quite correct in front.  Steps correct going and 
coming with hocks and elbows still to attain final firmness.  The long tail with a strong cast to the side  
detracts from the topline.  Lively movement, at this stage, falling on the forehand. 



   VERY PROMISING 
   

JUNIOR BITCH    

    
1st 256 ICCARA COCO POP DOB: 25/01/2012 

  S:*Bruvic Ubercool AZ Br: L&S Woollard 
  D:Iccara Bellas Lullaby Exh: C Mailata/S Woollard 
    
17.1/2 months.  59cm.  Well above medium size, medium strong, typey and expressive, very feminine bitch 
of very good type.  Pleasing head, medium eye and dark masking.  High withers, firm back, croup that is just 
slightly short and slightly steep.  Good forequarter angulation that should be a little better angled still, very 
good hindquarter angulation.  Good top and underline. Stands correct in front.  Steps correct going and 
coming with hocks and elbows still to firm.  Zestful, powerful movement with effective reach and drive. 
 
   VERY GOOD  

    

INTERMEDIATE BITCH 
    
1st 257 *VOLSCARO CIAO BELLA  DOB: 25/04/2011 

  S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD 
        ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M Br: L Pearson 
  D:*Volscaro Missy Brown AZ Ex Exh: L Pearson/T Roberts 
 
2 years 2 months.  56.5cm. Absolutely correct medium size, medium strong, harmoniously constructed, black 
and gold, very feminine bitch of very good type.  Very expressive feminine head with lovely dark eyes and 
masking.  Stands with high withers, firm back, good croup.  Presented in firm and dry condition, a little out of 
coat at present.  Very good fore and hindquarter angulations where the upper arm could be a little better 
angled still.  Pleasing top and underline. Stands correct in front.  Steps wide going, correct coming, hocks 
and elbows still to attain final firmness.  Exhibits zestful, far-reaching, fleet-footed movement. 
 
   VERY GOOD   

 
 
2nd 260 ALDERHAUS QUEEN PIXIE VEGAS AZ DOB: 13/12/2011 
  S:*Vegas von Dongmiran (imp Ndl)  Br: EXH 
  D:*Davor Velgas Secret AZ Exh: P Alder 
 
18 months.  61cm. Very large, medium strong, substantial, black and gold bitch of very good type.  Strong 
yet feminine head and expression.  Stands with high withers, firm straight back, good croup.  Very good fore 
and hindquarter angulations where the long upper arm should be a little better angled still.  Very good top 
and underline.  Stands correct in front.  Steps with hocks close going, correct coming with elbows still to firm.  
Exhibits expansive movement with powerful drive and effective reach. 
   VERY GOOD   

 
     
 
3rd 258 *HAUSOSIN QUICKSILVER DOB: 23/06/2011 

  S:*Ch Vladimir Envy This AZ Ex.M Br: EXH 
  D:*Hausosin Gallana AZ Ex.M Exh: K Harris 
 
2 years   59cm.  Well above medium size, medium strong, firm and dry, feminine bitch of very good type.  
Lovely feminine head and expression where ideally the eye could be a little darker, good masking.  High 
withers, firm back, good croup.  Very good fore and hindquarter angulations, the upper arm should be a little 
better angled still.  Very good top and underline  Stands correct in front.  Steps correct going and coming.  
Exhibits very good movement with powerful drive and effective reach. 
   VERY GOOD   

    



 

INTERMEDIATE BITCH Cont) 
 
 
4th 259 ALDERHAUS QUEEN GOLDY FAKIR AZ DOB: 13/12/2011 
  S:*Fakir vom Heinrichplatz SchH3 a ED V (imp Deu) Br: EXH 
  D:*Davor Velgas Secret AZ Exh: P Alder 
 
18 months.  60cm.  Large, strong and substantial, black and gold bitch of good type.  Strong feminine head.  
Stands with high withers, firm back, good croup that could be a tic longer.  Very good angulations of the fore 
and hindquarter where the upper arm should be longer and better angled.  Good top and underline.  Stands 
correct in front.  Steps with hocks close going, correct coming.  Exhibits powerful movement where the drive 
is more effective than the reach. 
   VERY GOOD   

    
 
 
   

OPEN BITCH 
    
    
1st 264 *JENTOL CHATTS POLE POSITION  DOB: 20/09/2010 
  S:*Ch Jentol Glams Padlok Pete AZ Br: J Boekelman 
  D:Ch Jentol Gabbys Chatterbox AZ VG Exh: J Boekelman/B Pereira 
 
2 years 9 months.  59cm.  Well above medium size, strong, substantial, black and gold harmoniously 
constructed bitch of very good type.  Beautiful feminine head, good medium eye and masking,  Stands with 
high withers, firm back, very good croup.  Very good fore and hindquarter angulations.  Pleasing top and 
underline.  Correct in front.  Steps correct going and coming.  Exhibits powerful movement with very good 
reach and drive, maintaining her flowing topline. 
   EXCELLENT 

 
 
2nd 263 *HAUSOSIN LIVIN IN SIN  DOB: 23/08/2010 
  S:*Zony von Haus Gerstenberg SchH3 (imp Deu) Ex Br: EXH 
  D:*Hausosin Aintnosin AZ Ex.M Exh: K Harris 
 
2 years 10 months.  58cm.  Above medium size, strong and substantial, black and gold bitch of very good 
type and proportions.  Strong feminine head with just medium eye and masking.  Stands with good reach of 
neck, high withers, firm straight back, good croup.  Very good  angulations of the fore and hindquarter.  
Pleasing top and underline.  Stands correct in front.  Steps correct going and coming.  Exhibits zestful, 
powerful movement with very good sequence of steps and expansive movement. 
   EXCELLENT 

 
 
3rd 261 *HINTERHAUS DAIQUIRI  DOB: 18/05/2007 
  S:*Ch LaShadas Xhibitionist AZ Ex.M Br: J Davis 
  D:*Ch Hinterhaus Papercut AZ Ex.M Exh: B&L Lubbock 
 
6 years.  59.5.  Very large, strong, substantial, typey and expressive, black and gold bitch of very good type.  
Strong feminine head with good medium eye and masking.  Stands with high withers, firm back, good croup 
that could be just a tic longer.  Very good fore and hindquarter angulations.  Very good fore and underchest 
development.  Stands correct in front.  Steps correct going and coming.  Exhibits far-reaching, powerful 
movement with very good ground coverage, maintaining her firm topline. 
   EXCELLENT 

    
 
  



 

OPEN BITCH (Cont) 
 
 
4th 265 *SABARANBURG HALCYON  DOB: 9/10/2010 

  S:*Ch Sabaranburg Esko AZ Ex.M Br: B&L Lubbock 
  D:*Hinterhaus Daiquiri AZ Ex.M Exh: D Marchesi/B&L Lubbock 
 
2 years 8 months.  61cm.  Very large, strong and substantial, black and gold bitch of very good type.  Strong 
feminine head.  High withers, firm back, good croup that should be a little longer and a little less steep.  Good 
forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be better angled, very good hindquarter angulation.  
Good fore and very good underchest development.   Stands correct in front.  Correct going and coming.  
Exhibits powerful movement with very good reach and drive. 
   EXCELLENT 
 
 
5th 262 *SHAYGAR JAXONIQUE  DOB: 12/11/2007 

  S:*Maltaknights Master Unox AZ Ex.M Br: EXH 
  D:*Shaygar Zahrina AZ VG Exh: JAK Smith 
 
5 years 7 months.  58cm.  Above medium size, medium strong, black and gold bitch of good type.  Feminine 
head and expression with good medium eye and masking.  Stands with high withers, firm back, sl ightly short 
and slightly steep croup.  Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be longer and better 
angled, very good hindquarter angulation.  Good top and underline.  Stands correct in front.  Steps correct 
going and coming.  Exhibits powerful movement with slight restriction in the forehand. 
 
   EXCELLENT 
 
    
    
 
    



MEMBERS COMPETITION – 7 JULY 2013 

JUDGE:  MRS HONEY GROSS-RICHARDSON 

 

SHOW RESULT SHEET 

    

BEST STOCKCOAT DOG  226 *SEIGEN SURIS ALFIE   

    

RUNNER-UP BEST STOCKCOAT DOG  228  BLUEMAX TIGER TOWN  

    

BEST STOCKCOAT BITCH  264 *JENTOL CHATTS POLE POSITION 

      

RUNNER-UP BEST STOCKCOAT BITCH  263 *HAUSOSIN LIVIN IN SIN 

 

BEST LONG STOCKCOAT 201 HAUSOSIN TAINTED LOVE 

 

RUNNER-UP LONG STOCKCOAT 200 *SEIGEN LITTLE VINCENT  

  

BEST IN SHOW   226 *SEIGEN SURIS ALFIE   

    

RUNNER-UP IN SHOW   228  BLUEMAX TIGER TOWN  

      

BEST BABY PUPPY IN SHOW 231 GRANDWEST OREO   

     

BEST MINOR PUPPY IN SHOW 211 SEIGEN MURPHYS LAW  

        

BEST PUPPY IN SHOW 249 ALDERHAUS SHES PENNY PITSTOP 

     

BEST JUNIOR IN SHOW 256 ICCARA COCO POP   

    

BEST  INTERMEDIATE IN SHOW 257 *VOLSCARO CIAO BELLA   

    

BEST OPEN IN SHOW 226 *SEIGEN SURIS ALFIE    

    

   

CHILD HANDLER CLASSES 

   

JUNIOR  HANDLER   7 to under 10 years of age 

 1st
  

MITCHELL SHEA 
 2nd  
 3rd      
   

INTERMEDIATE HANDLER  10 under 13 years of age 

 1
st

        JAKE JAUNCEY  

 2
ND

       BROCK JAUNCEY 

 

SENIOR CHILD HANDLER  13  to under 18 years of age 

 1
st

  BEN PURVES
  

 

 2nd
 

 

 3rd 


